Manufacturing Technician – Herndon, VA

Seeking US Military Veteran, National Guardsman, Reservist, and/or Military Spouse for a Contact Lens Manufacturing Technician position that follows standard operating procedures (SOPs) and good manufacturing practices (GMP) to safely and efficiently produce contact lens products. The technician must distinguish colors, see subtle flaws, work carefully and preferably has medical device experience.

Responsibilities: Veteran Military
- Use optical production equipment (CNC lathe, radius gauge, stereo microscope and lensometer) to block and lath lens, then inspect surface and optical, polish, and preform final inspection
- Ensure accuracy of optic contact lens prescription, as lens are Class III medical devices
- Accurately complete paperwork to ensure product acceptance and traceability
- Maintain clean, safe, and efficient manufacturing environment
- Work collaboratively with production team under general supervision
- Build and improve skills and proficiency in all areas of manufacturing through training

Requirements: Veteran Military
- US Veteran, National Guardsman, Reservist, or Military Spouse
- High-school diploma or equivalent experience
- Ability to check for subtle defects, plus identify and distinguish between colors
- Ability to read and carefully follow instructions and standard operating procedures
- Excellent attention to detail and good organization
- Capable of working independently to a production schedule
- 1-2 years’ prior manufacturing experience preferred
- Medical device manufacturing strongly preferred

TO APPLY: Email your resume to VetJobs@eseal.org
Visit our Job Board at VSNusa.org
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